‘Round the

Square
INSTAGRAM OVER
COLLEGE: A recent
study, conducted by
PRFire.com, a public
relations firm, found that
one in 10 Pennsylvanians
prefer to have a verified
Instagram account over a
college degree.
Out of 2,600 adults,
age 18 to 24, 13% of the
Pennsylvania residents
polled said they prefer
the idea of a verified
Instagram account to pursuing a college degree.
That may be related
to the fact that Instagram
influencers with up to 1
million followers can earn
around $10,000 per post,
while those with more
than 1 million may charge
$100,000 or more per post.
Meanwhile, the average income for a US
employee prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic
was $48,600 — and many
of those jobs require a
degree.
Also, 60% believe college degrees aren’t worth
what they used to be.
Poll participants in
Louisiana were most
keen on the prospect of
becoming a social media
sensation, with 57% saying they would rather
have a verified account
than a college degree.
On the other end of the
spectrum, Tennesseans
were most in favour of a
college degree, with 95%
saying they would choose
a college degree over a
verified account on social
media.
It was also found that
more than a third (34%)
admitted they would
rather be successful on
YouTube than any other
site.
In terms of earnings,
YouTube pays the most
revenue to its creators
as compared to other
social media platforms
– video creators can earn
between 6 and 12 cents
per view. Therefore, if
your video gains 5 million views and you have
the right subscriber base,
you could earn from
$300,000 upwards.
For an interactive
map of the results, visit
https://www.prfire.com/
blog/.
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Chauvin guilty of murder and
manslaughter in Floyd’s death
By AMY FORLITI,
STEPHEN GROVES,
TAMMY WEBBER
and STEVE KARNOWSKI
Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Former
Minneapolis Officer Derek Chauvin
was convicted Tuesday of murder and
manslaughter for pinning George Floyd
to the pavement with his knee on the
Black man’s neck in a case that triggered
worldwide protests, violence and a furious reexamination of racism and policing
in the U.S.
Chauvin, 45, was immediately led
away with his hands cuffed behind his
back and could be sent to prison for
decades.
The verdict — guilty as charged on
all counts, in a relatively swift, acrossthe-board victory for Floyd’s supporters
— set off jubilation mixed with sorrow
Carlos Gonzalez/Minneapolis Star Tribune/TNS
across the city and around the nation.
People gather outside the Hennepin County Government Center awaiting the verdict in the
Hundreds of people poured into the
murder trial of former Minneapolis police Officer Derek Chauvin on Tuesday, April 20, 2021, in
streets of Minneapolis, some running
Minnesota.
through traffic with banners. Drivers
blared their horns in celebration.
“Today, we are able to breathe again,”
Floyd’s younger brother Philonise said at
a joyous family news conference where
tears streamed down his face as he likened Floyd to the 1955 Mississippi lynching victim Emmett Till, except that this
time there were cameras around to show
the world what happened.
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Minneapolis Police Officer Derek
Chauvin is just one step in the process of
changing “a broken system.”
That’s the message from Pennsylvania
elected officials who commented
Tuesday evening after a jury found
Chauvin guilty in the death of George
Floyd.
“Today, we have seen justice for
George Floyd. But we must acknowledge
that we are living within a broken system,” Gov. Tom Wolf said in a statement
released Tuesday evening.
“We know that one verdict will not,
by itself, change the course of our nation.
But this verdict was made possible by
the bravery and ceaseless advocacy of
people who stood up and called for
change, and it marks a turning point,” he
explained. “Thank you to all of the community leaders and advocates who called
for justice and refused to be silenced.”
According to Wolf, this is a system
that has been hundreds of years in the
making, and it is his hope that leaders
will continue the fight for justice for
Era photo by Kate Day Sager everyone.
“The work of changing policing, of
Work crews remove numerous trees at Callahan Park to make way for future upgrades.
fighting for racial justice, of ending centuries of discriminatory and traumatic
policymaking, is hard and painful,” he
explained. “It is also, above all, necessary.
“As we reflect on the memory of
George Floyd, and all those who came
before and after him, we can celebrate
a measure of peace, knowing that jusAs of Tuesday afternoon, there were
By JOELLEN WANKEL
tice has been done today,” said Wolf.
jwankel@bradfordera.com
numerous appointments available between
“Tomorrow, we must reaffirm our
10:16 a.m. and 5 p.m. The website states
commitment to doing the hard work
Bradford Regional Medical Center will
that the chosen appointment time will be
be holding another COVID-19 vaccine clin- held for 25 minutes on the day of the clinic.
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Services Facebook page or call the county’s
The clinic will be giving the first dose of
the Pfizer vaccine from 8 am to 5 pm.
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Callahan Park tree removal is first
step in upgrades for the future

Pa. elected
officials: verdict
is only one step
toward change

Vaccine appointments available at
BRMC Clinic Saturday, Walmart

To read more on the
George Floyd trial visit
pages A4 and A8

